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monarchs at the time when the man was being born who
in later years signed, together with the leading statesmen of
the world, a peace treaty which legalized Poland's indepen-
dence (achieved partly through his own efforts) and at a
time when the countries of the three " proud Eagles "
were themselves " bound and bleeding." History is some-
times fond of striking ironies that are full of deep, though
hidden,significance,and are the true passion of every curious
student of the past. There are more of such fascinating
associations in the life of Paderewski, and, as we shall
discover, strange connections between various dates will
play a certain part in his life.
However, the tunes of the " Polonaise " danced at the
Warsaw Conference had hardly been forgotten when a more
exciting event took place, an event which was to affect
directly the life of Ignace Paderewski : the last bloody
insurrection of Poland against Russia in 1863. The whole
life of the Polish people was spent under the shadow of that
sterile outburst of national indignation. The country was
swept by political trials and deportations, imprisonments
and executions.
The inheritance of a national drama, acted and suffered
practically in every Polish family, reigned in Ignace Pader-
ewski's family even before his birth on November 6th.
His grandfather, Professor Nowicki of the University at
Wilna, had been sent to Siberia by the Russian authorities
for having thought too loudly how beautiful it would be if
Poland could once again regain her independence. To little
Paderewski, even before he was able to read or to write it, the
word " freedom " had a deep and most reverent meaning.
Little Ignas—as he was called as a boy—and his slightly
older sister Antonina were brought up without a mother.
The mother's short history has the sadness of so many personal
histories in Poland at the time. She was born in Siberia,
where both her parents were serving their sentence of exile.
She must have been intelligent, and would have undoubtedly
exercised a good influence on her two children. But she

